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1 Introduction
Doing their job over a long period of time, the users are obviously the persons
who must have the best experiences and knowledge concerning heir work
processes and environment. But design practices, especially cooperative
(designer and users) or participatory design shows difficulties in eliciting the
user’s knowledge for problem definition or requirement analysis (Held 1998).
One of the first reason is a kind of inhibition, as usual when people with
different social or professional background trying to work together for the first
time. But more important is, that the users and the designers expert knowledge is
implicit and not revealed in free call, and that different and hidden
interpretations of both parties causes misunderstandings.
Confronted with this, the expert (designer, ergonomist, engineer, architect,...)
has the chance to use tools which helps to overcome the users (and the
designers) inhibitions, which help to a declaration of knowledge, and which
support to reach a mutual comprehension. One of those tools is presented in this
paper: the VALAMO, a VAriable LAyout MOdel for work place, process, or
layout discussions and analysis in participatory design processes.

2 Method
The VALAMO is a set of magnetic templates, representing work place elements
(furniture, equipment, machines, etc.) in different scales, work persons in
different body scales and certain postures, controls and displays or any other
objects. A portable folder (size 600x420mm) contents a metal surface and a
device to mount a small video camera. The metal surface is a „white board“ for
to place the magnetic templates on it and for to draw sketches or to write text on
it. The VALAMO can placed on the top of a table, on a chair or (without the
camera stand) like a laptop on the designer’s lap (figure 1).
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Figure 1: The VALAMO (VAriable LAyout MOdel) placed on the corner of a table.
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3 Demonstration
3.1

Product Design

Positioning of medical equipment (for example anesthesia respirators and
monitors) is a problem of space and supports in operating rooms. For an
outstanding expert in ergonomics, the need for a better arrangement in the area
of reach and in the field of view is obviously (Held 1998 and figure 2).

Figure 2: A physician, trying to manipulate life important controls on a respirator panel

To discuss this in cooperation with the users, the design expert uses VALAMO
mannikins, templates of the equipment and of design solutions (figure 2).

Figure 2: Mannikins and equipment templates (1:10) on the VALAMO white table

3.1

Workplace Layout

Furniture for office interior design is often standardized in companies. But less
standardized is the application of ergonomic principles for the layout of the
offices and an analysis is often required to improve it. Doing this in cooperation
with the users, the expert (ergonomist) uses a set of templates, representing
scaled standard elements corresponding to architect’s ground plans (figure 3).
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Figure 3: Office layout improvement with VALAMO-templates on the architect’s plan

3.2 Work process analysis
In the planning of a new operating room facility, the project manager wants to
collect information about existing, similar buildings and the experiences the
concerned users have about their work processes. The ergonomist analyses those
work systems and interviews the users with the support of VALAMO templates
in the scale of 1:100, representing patient, equipment and personal in relation to
ground plans of the status quo and of possible future layouts (figure 4).

Figure 4: Work process situation explained by an operating room facility user

4 Conclusion and Discussion
As the problem definition is the basis of a design process, comprehension
between the designer and the users about the concerned processes is required
and of importance. One method for this is the expert’s observation (figure 5).
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Figure 5: An expert (E) observes the User (U), collects information (I) and interprets (IP)

Another method is to communicate, to interact in interviews (figure 6).
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Figure 6: Expert (E) and user (U) in interaction (I). Both have interpretations (IP)

Both causes often hidden misunderstandings, because of hidden, different
interpretations, which can’t be recognize by the counterpart. In contrast to this,
the VALAMO tool shows an positive effect, because of mutual interpretationpresentation-recognition and knowledge verbalization (Held 1998 and figure 7).
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Figure 7: User (U) - expert (E) interactions (I) and interpretations (IP) with the

VALAMO (V). Both recognize the interpretations of the counterpart.
The VALAMO is simple, robust and a kind of a game. Those are characteristics
of participatory principles (Held 1999). Therefore the VALAMO shows it’s
advantages especially in cooperative layout discussions with the users. The
camera films only the board and templates. This is easy to accept from the
participants and a valuable documentation for latter analysis. Documentation is
also possible by turning the board upside down on a photocopier or a scanner
(figures 2 to 4). „Ice-breaking“ of inhibitions can be observe each time in the
contact between a participant and the VALAMO tool and can be explained by
the attraction to play and the intention to express ideas. Furthermore the
VALAMO gives the opportunity to anticipate changes during a process of trial
and error without risks for the real situation. At least (when the ‘ice’ is broken
and melting) the VALAMO sessions make aware of situations, which are often
not conscious by the expert and the users: „For the same reason that the fish will
be the latest, who discovers water...“ (Siegler and Richards 1982).
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